UN Decade of Ocean Science
Events and Sessions at OSM 2022

For more information about each event, click on the underlined activity titles in the list below, or go to oceansciencesmeeting.org, click on “See the Schedule,” and search by the event codes listed below.

All times shown are in US and Canada Eastern Time (for UTC add 5 hours)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24

10–11 AM
TOWN HALL – TH50 UN Ocean Decade Endorsed Program: Digital Twins of the Ocean (DITTO)

11 AM–12 PM
TOWN HALL – TH51 Developing a Digital Twin of the Ocean: Connecting Data, People, and Technology

12–1 PM
WORKSHOP – WK09 Results of the Global Deep Sea Capacity Assessment

1–2 PM

1–2 PM
TOWN HALL – TH18 Get Involved! Observing Air-Sea Interactions Strategy (OASIS) Theme Teams

2–3 PM
TOWN HALL – TH24 Come Together and Connect: Building a Sustainable Future Through the Ocean Decade

3–4 PM
TOWN HALL – TH25 Global Engagement in the Ocean Decade: What’s Been Achieved and What’s Next
3–5 PM
SOCIAL EVENT – SE02 Indigenous Partnerships Social Event

4–5 PM
TOWN HALL – TH12 SMART Subsea Cables for Observing the Ocean and Earth

4–5 PM
WORKSHOP – WK26 Launching the Ocean Decade: Challenges and Lessons Learned

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25

11 AM–12 PM
TOWN HALL – TH45 Deep-Sea Connections: Developing Cohesion and Synergies among Deep-Sea Networks, Programs, Projects and Scientists

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

9–10 AM
ORAL SESSION – OT17 Ocean Observation for the Small Island Developing State (SIDS)

9 AM–12:30 PM
ORAL SESSION – ED06 Enabling Remote Ocean Science and Educational Opportunities, Lessons Learned During a Global Pandemic and Benefits for the Future

11:30 AM–1:30 PM
INNOVATIVE SESSION – IN06A The Ocean Knowledge Action Network—Transforming “Ocean Science Co-Creation” for Sustainable Development

2:30–7 PM
ORAL SESSION – OB07 Research Opportunities from a Global Biogeochemical Argo Fleet

8–9 PM
POSTER SESSION – OSP02 Ocean Sustainability and the UN Decade Posters (OS03+OS05+OS16)

TUESDAY, MARCH 1

9–10 AM
ORAL SESSION – OS07 Environmental Indicators of Plastic Pollution in the North Pacific

1:30–2:30 PM
STUDENT EVENT – ST04 Ocean Policy and the UN Decade of Ocean Science

2:30–4:30 PM
ORAL SESSION – OS13 Ocean Salinity in Support of Scientific and Environmental Demands

2:30–4:30 PM
INNOVATIVE SESSION – IN02B Small Islands, Big Ocean – Regional Connections and Poster Session

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2

9–10 AM
ORAL SESSION – OS14 Observing Air-Sea Interactions Strategy (OASIS) Ocean Shots for 2030

7–11 PM
POSTER SESSION – OSP03 Ocean Sustainability and the UN Decade Posters (OS07+OS10+OS17)

THURSDAY, MARCH 3

11:30 AM–1:30 PM
INNOVATIVE SESSION – IN03A Indigenous Partnerships for a Sustainable Ocean

12:30–7 PM
ORAL SESSION – ME13 Marine Life 2030: Advancing Earth Observations and the Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON) to Measure and Interpret Marine Biodiversity for Global Sustainability

FRIDAY, MARCH 4

9 AM–1:30 PM
ORAL SESSION – OC16 Marine Climate Extremes: Part 1 – Mechanisms, Predictability & Coastal Impacts

2:30–4:30 PM
ORAL SESSION – OC18 Marine Climate Extremes: Part 2 – Regional Downscaling & Climate Projections

5–7 PM
ORAL SESSION – OC20 Marine Climate Extremes: Part 3 – Biogeochemical Extremes and Ecosystems Response